COURSE OBJECTIVES:

- To understand the basic concepts of Indian classical art
- To learn technical terms, aspects and the contribution of Indian Aestheticians

UNIT I

THALA: THE BASIC UNITS OF TIME IN NATYA.


UNIT II

BASICS OF INDIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC.


UNIT III

BASICS OF INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE.

Eight classical dance forms of India - two basic aspects - Thandava – Lasya - Three components – Nritha – Nrithya - Natya.

UNIT IV

FUNDAMENTALS OF INDIAN AESTHETICS IN NATYA.

Aestheticians of India - Theory of Rasa- Classifications of Bhava and Rasa.

UNIT V

GUIDELINES OF NATYA.

-Natyasastra by Sage Bharatha - Abhnayadarpana by Nandikeshwara
COURSE OUTCOME:

- Enhanced comprehension of Indian classical dance forms
- Ability to have an understanding of aesthetical studies.
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